newArc Technology
High-Performance Arc Welding

Cost Reduction for Shielded Metal Arc Welding

newArc – the High-Performance Arc

Application Advantages
With the newArc technology, Kjellberg
Finsterwalde sets new quality standards for
gas-shielded welding in industry and craft.
The newArc technology allows a higher
focusing of the arc and thus, increases labour
productivity considerably.
A stick-out of up to 40 mm with newArc allows
a much deeper penetration compared to
traditional methods. The newArc torch
convinces with its powerful seam tracking which
has extreme directional stability.
The result: a slender and nearly perfect welded
joint. newArc masters even complex tasks with
ease.
Higher welding speed and considerably less
consumption of filler material, gas and energy
these are the features which make this new
technology superior to traditional gas-shielded
welding. newArc the high-power arc pays off.

Cost Benefits of newArc

100%

Spray Arc

newArc

Shortened welding time
Reduced costs for gas, energy and filler
materials
Reduced downtimes through

Simplified weld preparation
Less straightening work
Higher welding quality
Less spatter
Simpler cut

50%

The newArc technology reduces operating
costs (gas, energy, filler material) by up to
50%.
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newArc – a Technologies Comparison

Technological Advantage newArc
High process reliability, even in narrow
welding grooves and on complex components
with a plate thickness of 6 mm and more
High quality through stable root fusion and
edge connection
Quicker welding process compared to
joining with spray arc

Reduced heat influence and less energy
input per unit length
Seam width reduced by up to 50%
Component nearly free from undercuts and
pores
Improved seam surface
Easy handling

newArc-Technology

Spray Arc

40 mm

15 mm

25-30°

aprox. 60°

20 mm

7 layers

Heat-affected zone

3 layers

newArc – Re-Discover Gas-Shielded Welding
Another advantage: the effective welding
speed increases.

The newArc technology opens up a new
dimension of gas-shielded welding. The main
characteristic of this method is a stable and
strongly focused arc.

The Kjellberg newArc technology covers nearly
all possible applications of gas-shielded welding
in the metal working industry from machine and
ship building to the manufacture of plants and
containers.

First of all, newArc convinces with a narrow
seam width which has a small opening angle.
Compared to gas-shielded welding with spray
arc, this angle is only half as big and the heataffected zone is reduced to a minimum size.

Look and see for yourself the efficiency of
newArc. We will be happy to provide you with
expert advice, either in one of our customer
centres or at your premises.

Parts welded with newArc show considerably
fewer weld passes which saves money.
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newArc in Practice

Theory

Practice

newArc on fillet welds

The new GMAW technology newArc is especially suitable for mechanised welding with undercarriage
and automated plants. Increased welding speed, deep and stable root fusion, excellent seam surface
and the prevention of undercuts, pores and splatter are the clear advantages of the newArc
technology in addition to the considerably reduced energy input per unit length compared to the
traditional gas metal arc welding with spray arc.

Possible applications of the newArc technology
Machine and plant construction
Apparatus and container construction
Shipbuilding
Manufacture of construction machines
Car building
Metal working of all kinds
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Our products are characterised by high quality and reliability.
We reserve the right to make changes to volume production
for technical reasons. No claims of any kind can therefore be
made on the basis of the information contained in this
brochure.
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